Engineering success
Merlin ERD - Engineering at its best
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Globally Engaged
MERLIN ERD – A GLOBAL COMPANY
Merlin ERD has an enviable track record of delivering value to
clients through bringing additional reserves on stream
without equipment upgrades with wells previously perceived
as impossible. Merlin ERD Limited is a professional
engineering consultancy and member of the UK Institute of
Mechanical Engineers (IMechE).
Our holistic approach to ERD combined with our proven
techniques and an aviation approach to risk management
reduces the risk, time and cost of these wells and increases
the confidence in delivery. Merlin ERD wells enjoy improved
tool reliability, dependable hole cleaning performance and
fewer wellbore instability problems. Inaccessible reserves can
be exploited, problems can be eradicated and personnel
capabilities greatly enhanced.

THE MERLIN TEAM
The secret to our success is our people, who are amongst the
most accomplished engineers and operations personnel in
the industry.

Merlin ERD’s personnel have worked around the world for
independent, major and national oil companies in their
offices, at their rig sites and delivering training courses.
The value they add comes from the knowledge they can share
from having worked on the most challenging high angle
drilling projects in the world. This knowledge combined with a
rigorous approach to engineering fundamentals and
operational best practices enables us to consistently deliver
trouble free high angle wells.

We pride ourselves on clearly explaining what is required for
an opportunity to be successful. We provide objective
information to allow clients to assess whether the risk and
cost
profile
is
acceptable
and
worthy
of
investment. Recommendations are driven by what is required
to deliver a successful project based on proven engineering
concepts rather than conflict of interest such as tool rental
revenue.
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What can Merlin do for you?..

Engineering

Feasibility studies accurately determine what is required to reach a prospect from existing infrastructure, assign a
dependable drilling radius for field development or identify rig specification. The latest ERD technologies have dramatically
increased drilling capabilities.
Peer reviews of draft programmes can be invaluable at the advance project planning stage as it provides an independent
expert review with assurance that key risks are adequately mitigated. Positive, proactive feedback with expert technical
input enables DWOP (drill the well on paper) or pre-spud meetings to complement standard facilitation support.
Problem and post operations reviews provide a positive, forward-looking response with an objective review of data and a
recommended solution which is often different from that initially assigned. Operations are assessed again using ERD
methodology and continuous improvement tools to identify areas where revision will prevent recurrence.
Manuals and guideline preparation using field proven methodology describe the approach for planning and drilling difficult
high angle wells to assist in sharing standards across teams. These use learnings from headline ERD projects such as
Wytch Farm, Sakhalin and Maersk Qatar as well as others less well known but no less impressive. They can be re-used
frequently – tailored to local challenges and equipment and allow drilling programmes to be abbreviated making them more
usable.
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Training

Training is essential and is the best investment you will make – we’ve found that understanding is a critical success factor in
delivering exceptional performance.
Merlin ERD Training will teach you the critical success factors relevant to any high angle well whilst highlighting the root
cause of 80% of downhole problems and how to avoid them. These advanced ERD technologies can be incorporated into
standard deviated wells.

Painful experience shows that even the most robust drilling programme can fail through incorrect implementation
techniques. Due to the increased challenges and numerous procedural revisions associated with high angle wells, educating
personnel on how to identify issues before they become problems is crucial in delivering a successful deviated well.
Our training can be tailored to include engineering modules, project specific risks, drill pipe management or stuck pipe
response.
Merlin ERD has found that training key operations personnel in the latest practices is fundamental in delivering operations
excellence.
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On Site Support

Our highly skilled team of ERD Advisors ensure that systems accurately record data, track trends, identify issues and
develop safeguards to avoid problems before they occur. 80% of high angle drilling problems are avoidable and existing
equipment can drill beyond its perceived limit by applying proven engineering techniques.
Merlin ERD’s unique method of applying aeronautical risk management techniques to advanced drilling applications has
yielded gains on “standard” deviated wells through the use of techniques developed for record ERD wells. In single well
projects this presents itself as reduced problem frequency whilst multi-well projects demonstrate well on well
improvements. Both reduce performance uncertainty and increase the confidence to take on more demanding projects.
Let us make your life easier, drill wells longer in distance and shorter in time – unlock your potential and continually improve.
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CASE STUDY
SOLUTION

NPT Through Trouble Interval Only
(Unstable Shales)

MERLIN ERD VALUE ADDED

Pre Merlin

Sustained performance improvement

Merlin Input

as illustrated below:

Average NPT per well (Days/Well)

1

40

(through trouble interval only)

5 wells
$9,375K

30

2

$219M estimated cost savings

3

First well delivered 80 days ahead of plan

4

All casing and liners to minimum

76%
44%

20

14 wells
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MERLIN ERD
EXTENDED REACH DRILLING ENGINEERS

$2,250K

2012

86% reduction in NPT

2013

13 wells
$1,250K

2014

acceptable depth
5

No lost BHAs NPT reduction and cost
savings are conservative estimates as gains
were realised outside the trouble interval
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For more information & advice…
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